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discusses Equine Grass Sickness.  

ANY diseases and

ailments have tried and

tested veterinary

researchers as they

investigate their cause and treatment, but

few more so than Equine Grass Sickness. 

The death from this disease of the

unbelievable Dubai Millennium led

Sheikh Mohammed to support the quest

to find a prevention or cure to grass

sickness, but despite the sterling efforts of

the Equine Grass Sickness Fund and The

Horse Trust, a definitive identification of

the cause of EGS continues to evade

researchers. 

Equine Grass Sickness, or Equine

M
Dysautonomia, is a devastating disease

that in its acute or sub-acute forms is

normally fatal and has a survival rate of

only around 50% in chronic cases. It is

estimated that annually between one and

two percent of horses in the UK are

affected by EGS. 

The disease causes damage to the

neurons and ganglia that control

involuntary functions in the body, mainly

those associated with the gut, which leads

to the horse’s digestive system becoming

largely immobile. In the acute and sub-

acute forms the onset of symptoms are

sudden and the horse often presents with

severe signs of colic. 

The paralysis of the intestine leads to

colonic impaction with reduced faecal

output and quiet/no gut sounds on

auscultation. Rectal palpation will often

find hard, dried faeces sat in the large

intestine or rectum that the horse has been

unable to evacuate. The decreased

motility of the digestive system leads to a

back-up of fluid in the stomach which can

sometimes lead to naso-gastric reflux. 

The individual will become anorexic

and will lose weight rapidly, as well as

often adopting an abnormal stance, with

all four feet close together as muscle

weakness sets in and they struggle for

balance. Other signs indicative of EGS

are muscle fasciculations,

intermittent sweating,

increased heart rate,

rhinitis sicca (dry, crusty

nose) and drooling. 

The acute forms of the

disease are almost always

fatal and, although a

definitive diagnosis can

be reached by taking a

biopsy from the ileum, a

section of the gut, this is

rarely indicated in these

cases. The presenting

signs are normally

extreme enough to allow a

confident diagnosis and

the only humane course of

action is immediate

euthanasia. 

One of the few

exceptions to this was our

own Mister Baileys who

was diagnosed with the

acute form of the disease

at stud but after a

prolonged period of

intensive care, eventually

made a recovery. That

said, the illness had long

term effects on him as he continued to

suffer from intermittent sweating and the

loss of autonomic control of certain areas

of his coat hair which would stand up in

sporadic patches. 

Around a third of grass sickness cases

involve the chronic form of the disease

where the symptoms are more subtle and

which often present as an intermittent

colic that continues to rumble on for a

prolonged period of time. The paralysis of

the gut manifests itself as a difficulty in

swallowing, which leads to a reduction in

appetite. The hypomotility of the gut will

lead to weight loss and a tucked-up

abdomen, as well as hard, black pelleted

faeces often covered with slimy mucus.

The treatment of these horses revolves

mainly around nursing and nutritional

support. The loss of appetite means

gastric intubation is often required as well

the administration of parenteral fluids.

Drugs are also given to alleviate pain, and

in some cases the medication ‘cisapride’

is used to try and promote gastrointestinal

movement. 

The prognosis for these horses is still

guarded and selection of which cases to

treat is vitally important as they require

enormous nursing and commitment from

the vet and owner, but can still result in

fatality. Much research has been done

into the choice of which chronic patients

to treat, and last year an evidence-based

report was published investigating the

correlation between bodyweight losses

and survival. 

This led to the production of survival

prediction curves, whereby the amount of

weight lost by the horse was used to

indicate the likelihood of its long-term

survival. This work still requires

prospective validation in a wider

population of cases, but is a potentially

valuable tool in the clinical decision-

making process of which horses to nurse.

The majority of research into Equine

Grass Sickness has revolved around

trying to identify the causative agents

behind it, but this is yet to be successful.

There are a number of risk factors that

have been identified but most of these

have not been validated. The majority of

cases occur in horses aged between two

and seven, with a peak between three and

four years old.

ASES are most common in

springtime when warm and wet

weather leads to grass growth.

Cases are slightly more common in

eastern areas of the UK, particularly

eastern Scotland, but can occur anywhere,

and there has been evidence to suggest

that cases will recur on the same pastures

year after year. It has also been

hypothesised that introducing new horses

to a pasture may be a risk factor, as well

as soil disturbance such as harrowing, but

these are all yet to be conclusively

proved. 

The causative agent of Equine Grass

Sickness is still unknown but it is widely

assumed that the ingestion of a

neurotoxin is involved, and the majority

of research has revolved around the

likelihood of clostridium botulinum type

C being a contributing factor. 

C. Botulinum bacteria are found

commonly within the soil and are capable

of producing a range of toxins, including

potent neurotoxins to which horses are

particularly sensitive. It seems the

presence of Clostridium Botulinum type

C is, in itself, not enough to cause grass

sickness but that EGS is a toxico-

infectious form of botulism occurring

when a combination of risk factors trigger

the production of a neurotoxin locally

within the horse’s intestinal tract. 

Some studies have questioned the links

between EGS and clostridium botulinum

but with this remaining the commonest

hypothesis, a large-scale vaccine trial has

been ongoing since 2014 in which pilot

vaccines have been administered to

horses to increase their systemic antibody

levels to C. Botulium to ascertain whether

or not this will protect them from EGS. 

But until this vaccine trial, or any other

research, is able to support or refute the

role C. Botulinum plays in Equine grass

sickness, it seems prudent to continue

with efforts to investigate the potential

role of alternative causative agents. 
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